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Brewery Vessels

DPV 
Dua l  Purpose  Vesse ls
DPVs combine the use of a regular fermenter  
and brite tank into a single vessel, allowing the 
ability to ferment and carbonate in one  
vessel, saving valuable floorspace.

PHE
Plate  Heat  Exchanger
Cooling high volumes of product 
quickly, a plate cooler is an essential ingredient  
to any processing facility. They can be highly  
efficient, both environmentally and economically. 

High quality stainless steel heat exchanger  
plates with herringbone profile 
designed to “roll” the flow of 
product and water. Suitable 
for CIP cleaning up to a 
temperature of 90°C.

BBT
Br i te /Br ight  Beer  Tank
A dish-bottomed pressure-rated 
temperature-controlled tank  
used to hold beer in preparation  
for packaging.

Associated vessels
and  Bespoke
BRITANX offer various designs  
of vessels such as CLTs, HLTs, mash tuns,  
copper/kettles, racking tanks, under/hop backs, 
mixing vessels and many more…

BRITANX from Fabdec offers high quality hygienic stainless steel vessels to the Food, 
Beverage and Processing industries. With over 60 years’ experience, all manufacturing is 
from our state-of-the-art 65,000sq ft facility based in Shropshire, UK.

Specialising in the design and manufacture of bespoke solutions, our in-house design team 
can tailor to customer requirements by accommodating any onsite layout or restrictions.  
BRITANX also offers a comprehensive standard vessel range including fermenters, 
conditioning and DPVs.

Manufacturing expertise and investment
We strive to exceed customer expectations in product design, manufacture and performance. 
To achieve this goal we continue to invest in our resources, staff and of course machinery. 

State-of-the-art machinery and a well trained, skilled workforce ensure every Fabdec 
product is a sound investment.

Laser welder CNC rolls CNC punch Seam polisher


